France Mandates Solar Panels on Most Parking Lots, in Great Marriage with EVs
by Brad Templeton
Nov. 9, 2022 – In a surprisingly strong move, the French Senate has voted to require that all parking lots in France above a certain size be covered with solar panels.  This is forecast to generate 11 GigaWatts, adding to France’s 160 GW capacity and nearly doubling the amount of solar.  What’s particularly interesting is the relationship between these panels and the electric cars that will park under them.
The law requires lots with more than 80 spaces to comply in 5 years, while lots with more than 400 spaces have less time.  This is rather aggressive, and will no doubt get pushback from lot owners.
Earlier, I wrote about how electric cars won’t be a burden for the grid, but can be its salvation. Putting solar where cars park is one of the ideal ways to bring this about.
Solar panels only provide power during the day, of course.  While solar power is the cheapest form of electricity today, this time variability presents challenges for most uses of power, where people want power when they want it.  EVs don’t care a lot about when they charge, and when they are parked is the ideal time for them.  EVs are very happy to take power any time they are asked, and the best way to ask them is to offer the power at a low price during times of surplus supply.  That’s exactly what solar panels do — produce a surplus in the morning, and then get fully used in the afternoon power grid peak.
A big benefit of panels on parking is that there are no transmission costs.  Wholesale solar power in the morning might cost as little as 2¢/kWh in sunny climates, a bit more in France.  Most of the cost of electricity at buildings and homes derives from distribution and competition at peak times, not the actual cost of the power plant.  2¢/kWh is almost too cheap to notice — a typical EV driver might spend $60 per year for all their driving at that price.  They won’t quite get that price all year, since they will want to take some road trips with fast charging.  In addition, as noted,construction costs and France’s climate and location will increase the price somewhat.
Compare that in a world where people driving a 25 mpg gasoline car in France could easily spend over $3,000 year on gasoline.  The difference is astonishing.
To be most effective, the lots with the panels should be lots where people park in the morning.  Apartment building lots need charging too, but may not need quite as much in the morning if many of the cars belong to commuters.  You want the solar charging where the cars are going to park for the day.
Of course, the parking lots will sell their excess power to the grid, at a good price in the afternoons.  Alas, they can’t provide power at night for the cars that prefer to charge at night — it is the most convenient time since the driver is sleeping.  For that, France is very well supplied with its world-leading nuclear capacity, which runs all day.  While there are many arguments pro and con on nuclear, France has already built it — though this year they are having a rare crisis as several of the nuclear plants are offline due to maintenance issues and low water.  So making no attempt to resolve the nuclear debate, it is worth noting how well France will do with this strategy.
Solar panels in parking lots are a bit more work to install, because they must be elevated.  That will increase the price slightly.  On the other hand, this provides shade and rain/snow protection for the cars, which helps increase their lifetime and reduces cooling needs.
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